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The Overview

Grovemere Property Limited is a commercial property business based at Lancaster Way Business Park, Ely, 
Cambridgeshire. The business park there has Enterprise Zone Status and is expanding. Grovemere secured 
outline planning permission for another 90 acres, in addition to the land already being developed. Grovemere 
approached Stormport in spring of 2016 to investigate power supply options for the development, particularly 
for one incoming tenant, Thorlabs.

The Challenge 

Thorlabs required a 1MVA supply by August 1st 2017. Although there is a well-established 11kV network 
on the business park, discussions with UK Power Networks revealed that the feeders were already at firm 
capacity, as additional loads have been steadily added over the last 1-2 years. To accommodate the additional 
1MVA for Thorlabs some 11kV reinforcement would be required. Our view was the stated reinforcement 
would not be sufficient for additional connections after Thorlabs so we agreed with Grovemere to approach 
UK Power Networks for a larger supply that would accommodate Thorlabs and the foreseeable new load at 
the business park. 

The Process 

Stormport applied to UK Power Networks for a point of connection offer to accommodate Thorlabs and 
the foreseeable new load. The connection offered for this demand was at Ely Primary substation which was 
2km away. The offer further stipulated that a single 300mm2 cable be installed from the primary to another 
substation close to entrance to the business park. Ely Primary is right in the heart of the city centre so our first 
job was to establish a viable cable route. We undertook a full cable route feasibility study and selected one 
that was the shortest possible with minimal sites of engineering difficulty. Thorlabs could be connected to the 
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local network only after the reinforcement feeder was installed and energised. We completed the detailed 
design of the cable route and Thorlabs substation and UK Power Networks approved the design, first time 
with no modifications.
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The route started at the 
primary high voltage  
substation on Cambridge 
Road, near the junction with 
West End and ended at the 
edge of Lancaster Way 
Business Park.

The Solution 

We ran tenders for cable & joints supply and cable installation. We met with Cambridge County Council 
Highways to agree the street works and demonstrate how we would manage the disruption to the road 
and footpath network along the route.  We secured an easement for a short section of the route that 
was in private 3rd party ownership. Our project manager developed a detailed programme for the works. 
UK Power Network non-contestable work at Ely Primary was quite significant as they had to release a 
dedicated circuit breaker for the reinforcement cable and we agreed dates and included these in the 
programme. Prior to the work commencing we launched a public relations campaign. This included a 
project information leaflet that was hand delivered to properties on or close to the route; social media 
updates using the hashtag “#PowerEly”; and warnings on the highways roadside information boards.

The Results 

We started the cable duct installation in early May 2017 and the cable was installed by early July. We 
cast the Thorlabs substation base in June ready for delivery of the package substation in mid-July. We 
satisfactorily completed all end to end testing of the new cables in readiness for the non-contestable 
works at Ely Primary to be finalised and made the reinforcement cable connection on 17th July. Our senior 
authorised engineer proudly energised Thorlabs substation on July 20th. He did this under UK Power 
Networks’ Mechanism 2 Self-Connect. By using Mechanism 2 we can manage an entire high voltage 
project for our clients from inception to final energisation with our own directly employed authorised staff. 
This helped us to ensure that all contractual deadlines were met. 
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For the past twelve months, Grovemere Property Limited has employed Stormport Professional 
Services as their Electrical Connections Provider.

Stormport have already connected several new units for us in the 100 to 1000kVA range; 
establishing 3 new substations in the process.  

Our Lancaster Way Business Park is part of the Cambridge Compass Enterprise Zone and we 
are currently developing Phase 2, which is just over 100 acres. 

Stormport have also just completed the installation of a new 2km 11kV cable through the city 
centre of Ely to provide us with a further 3.5MVA of power to future proof us of any incoming 
tenants’ needs.

During this period, Stormport have provided us with a professional service and have dealt 
with any power supply problems quickly and efficiently. They have a very good relationship 
with UK Power Networks and are able to use this to ensure all the non-contestable work UK 
Power Networks have to do is completed in time to make our connections live.   So far, all our 
deadlines have been met.

Stormport have been very responsive, always available, and technically proficient and I wouldn’t 
hesitate to recommend them for any electrical connection projects.

Thomas Brand 
Operations Director, Grovemere Property – July 2017 
thomas@grovemere.co.uk


